CORRIGENDUM

Subject: Annual Maintenance Contract for AMC of Fax/ MFP Machine, regarding.

With reference to this Department Tender No. F.No.19019/1/2014- Parl., dated: 29.07.2016

1. As we have required AMC rates for Samsung/ Kyocera fax/ MFP machines with consumables as per list enclosed and the company must be an authorized service provider for one of the brands and other than authorized dealers do not require to quote.

2. The tenderers are to be submitted on two Bid Systems (a) Technical Bid & (b) Financial Bid. Technical Bid and Financial Bid are required to be replaced in two separate envelopes and each envelope should clearly mention the title “Technical Bid and Financial Bid as the case may be.

3. The Technical Bid should contain full information of the firms past experience and with authorization from OEM. While the Financial Bid should contain rates for maintenance with consumables.

4. Both bids should be put in third envelope and Financial Bids of only those tenderers will be opened who qualify /fulfill the technical bids.

5. All the other terms & conditions shall remain unaltered.

(S.R. Meena)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Ph: 011-23382096